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Product Overview

Indusface WAS Advanced provides continuous
web application scanning to detect and report
application vulnerabilities. Offered as an
independent SaaS product, it helps discover and
manage OWASP top 10, WASC vulnerabilities and
malwares risks by reporting them consistently on
our dashboard in real-time.

Unique Features
Dynamic Application Security Testing
Daily or On-Demand Scanning
Blacklisting Detection
Zero False Positives

Software-as-a-Service (SaaS)
Pay as you go model

Technical Support
With blacklisting and defacement detection, it ensures that your
public-facing application do not get hacked and damage brand
reputation. Indusface WAS Advanced is easy-to-deploy and also
covers multiple security demands including vulnerability assessment,
application auditing, and malware monitoring.

Call and Email Support

Indusface’s hybrid approach
to web application penetration testing provides rich
in-depth automated scanning technology with human
intelligence which helps
address the most challenging web security issues on a
daily basis. This product has a
unique centralized vulnerability management facility which
gives us a single view of our
security posture, thereby
enabling us to effectively
manage ...
Vishal Salvi, CISO & VP,
HDFCBank
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FEATURES

Continuous Application
Testing

“infected” applications which can
potentially transfer malware into
your applications

Daily or on-demand web application scanning to detect vulnerabilities

Defacement Protection

Comprehensive security audit to
get security posture of multiple
web applications

OWASP Top 10 & WASC
Detection
Efficiently detect most common
application vulnerabilities validated
by OWASP and WASC

Indusface WAS Advanced continuously checks your application
changes and detects for possible
defacement changes
Daily defacement checks protect
the brand, credibility and reputation of an organization

Proof-of-Concept

On-going detection of new vulnerabilities as a result of application
changes and updates

Up to 5 proof-of-concepts to be
provided if required for proof of
vulnerability exploitation and remediation

Zero False Positives

Informative Dashboard

Removal of any potential false
positives that are found from
scanning

Comprehensive synopsis of reported vulnerabilities and malware
along with support options in
predefined report formats
Customized reporting feature
allows a user to create custom
reports based on desired fields and
format

Malware Monitoring
Ongoing monitoring of malware
attack vectors and sophistication
of newly discovered malware that
have been effectively used and
deployed by hackers
Also detects dead or inactive
malware by monitoring external
JavaScript and hidden iframes
placed on an application

Indusface Trust Seal
Exclusive Indusface seal on your
website certifying daily web application scanning
Increases trust in users, visitors, and consumers in your web
security

Blacklisting Detection
Ensures blacklisting tracking on
popular search engines and other
platforms
External URL blacklisting check
helps you to protect your customers from visiting “hacked” or

Indusface is a comprehensive solution for web
application scanning as it
comes fully loaded with
intelligent automated
scanning engineering
that is a highly scalable
global platform on which
companies can bank their
application security upon,
gaining 365 days of continuous protection. Its hybrid security methodology
provides superior vulnerability detection along with
high quality expert ...
Jayantha Prabhu, CTO,
EssarGroup

Indusface is an award-winning SaaS-based total application security company with more than 900 enterprise customers
spread across 18 countries who trust us with their web and mobile application security.
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